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In the Supreme Court of 
the United States America: 

*****************************************************************************
The Public/De-Jure/Constitutional/

Organic Body-Politic of the:

United States of America;
does here-by Move this Court:  

in the name of & on the behalf of  

“We the People”, 
Nation/State Ex-Relatione;

Charles Bruce, Stewart;
Frank Kowalik;  Irwin Schiff;  Sherry Jackson; 

Ed & Elaine Brown;  Richard & Dotty Flowers

LeRoy Michael, Scheweitzer;  Montana Freemen;

Hartford Van-Dyke, John David Van Hove; 

James D. Bell; & John & Jane Doe 1 - 300,000,000;

all proceeding  Rex,  Propria-Persona,  & Sui-Juris; 

as Sovereign De-Jure “Relator” Prosecutors 

& Conscience-Bound  Class-Action  Co-Plaintiffs  

(all more fully named in the last pages of this document)

& all of  whom Compose the Natural/Organic

Body-Politic of this Constitutionally-Lawful,

Confederated, & Socially-Compacted Nation;

Plaintiffs/Accusers.

Vs:
De-Facto U.S. Government Officers 

& Significant Co-Conspirators: 
Internal Revenue Service:

Commissioner Douglas Shulman, 

& Chief Legal-Counsel Donald L. Korb;

the Private “Federal Reserve Bank”, 

it’s Chairman “Benjamin S. Bernanke”,
it’s Vice-Fed-Chairman Donald L. Kohn,   & 

all other members of the Fed’s “Board of Governors”;

&  US-Treasury Secretary Henry M. Paulson;

Comptroller of the Currency John C. Dugan;

“Department of Justice” A.G. Michael B. Mukasey; 

Federal Bureau of Prisons Director Harley G. Lappin; 

& John & Jane Does 1-200,000; & Including All

Persons “Giving Aid or Comfort” to these Enemies of

these Constitutional “United States of America”.  

Those are mostly People Acting as Federal

Governmental Officers, & Includes Many acting as

Federal Judges, Prison-Officers, U.S. Marshals, 

U.S . Attorneys, FBI Agents, &  DOJ Attorneys;

Accused/Defendants.
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Class-Action
Felony Criminal-Complaint

“State-Ex-Rel”
In the Nature of

“Quo Warranto”
US Constitution, Article 3 Sec 2.1, 2.2, & 2.3; 

& Article 3 Sec 3; & US Code Title 28, Sec 528;

(all similar to Oregon Revised Statutes 30.510);

Economic-Crimes,
Racketeering,

Treason,
Assault, Kidnaping, 

Obstruction of Justice, Perjury, Corruption,

Abuse of Public Office, Coercion, Malfeasance, 

Official Misconduct, Anti-Trust Monopoly,

Aggressive Plunder-Oriented War-Mongering,

Criminal Syndicalism, Un-Lawful Conversion, 

Multitudes of Other Crimes 

all as more fully Listed here-in below,

& Conspiracy to commit the same.

Action at Law
Trial by Jury Demanded

US Supreme Court Case # :                                
US Supreme Court of Law Case #: 0001-04-2008

(V-2.0)
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Sworn, Subscribed, and Verified; Felony Criminal-Complaint:

Comes Now; "We the People", of the Constitutional "United States of America"; and here-under

we proceed by way of our Originally-Intended and Constitutionally-Lawful Character/Status, as

Component-Members of this De-Jure/Organic Body-Politic, as "Joint-Tenants in the Sovereignty" there-

in; and where-under each of us are proceeding in our Sovereign "Sui-Juris" and "Propria-Persona"

capacity.  For practical space-limitation reasons, many of us co-plaintiffs in this action, have not been

named directly on our proceeding cover-page, but are named more fully on the last pages of this

document.  Further, and as “Law” specifically allows, literal Multitudes of Other Honorable Americans,

most of whom are unknown at this time, are Joined with us in this “Action at Law”, through this very

same “State-Ex-Rel/Quo-Warranto” manner of proceeding; and all of whom are referenced in our cover-

page above, simply as : "John and Jane Does: 1 - 300,000,000".

Here-under; All of us proceeding in this manner, are suffering from No “Legal Disabilities” or

Contractual-Entanglements, which might other-wise be construed by members of this court as constituting

a set of “Minimal Contacts”,  and which might other-wise establish a “Legal-Nexus” for us having

entered into some form of a “Commercial Contract” with some Constitutionally-Lawless

Private/Corporate/De-Facto Jurisdiction, and to there-by be treated as Slaves with No Constitutionally

Guaranteed Rights to “Due Process of Law”.  That Constitutionally-Lawless Jurisdiction forms the core

of the essence of the Criminal-Syndicate and Racketeering-Conspiracy, the perpetrators of which have

been Named as the Accused/Defendants on the front page of this document.  The corrupted federal

judges and DOJ federal prosecutors complicit there-in,  are routinely, knowingly, willingly, and maliciously,

imposing in these manners the mindless brute-force of constitutionally-illiterate and/or criminally-complicit

federal executive department personnel over us.  This usurpation of jurisdiction to impose un-constitutional

authority over the common honest American People, is a very significant and constantly reoccurring

complaint among them/us.  The breadth and depth of the negativity-of-spirit which this criminally-lawless

cabal emanates in its efforts to essentially enslave the common American-People, is all similar to what

has anciently been written concerning the “Babylonian Whore”, as described in Biblical book of

Revelation at chapters 17 and 18.  And the essence of this complaint is not with-out that precise first-

amendment religious significance. 

But all of those concerns are more fully explained in accompanying documents named similarly as 

“Memorandum Explaining Artificial/De-Facto Overlay in the Government of the USA” and the

“Memorandum Explaining Quo-Warranto”, both of which are in accompaniment here-to.  The general 

“Basis In Law” up-on or which we rely for this Complaint is much more fully set forth in these

documents, and in the related documents linked through the web-pages set forth there-in, And at the end

of this document.  These works have clearly framed and substantiated the “Basis In Law” for this general 

“Indictment”, and they have there-by Justified the general accusations set forth here-in.  Even more

importantly, they Justify the generally un-fashionable “Procedures” which are invoked here-by, and also

the un-fashionable “Motions” which may be being made in pursuit there-of.  

If some among you civil judges do not find sufficient supportive-documentation to secure your

agreement with all of the conclusions of Law set-forth here-in,  through the paper-work which has been

sent to you in accompaniment here-with,  and this factor is leaning you to oppose the remedy which we

are here-by seeking from each of you;  then please search the web-pages listed at the end of this

document for a more comprehensive repository of such information,  and/or contact we plaintiffs

personally, through email, fax, or phone, so that we might “Exhaust the Pathway of Peace” with you.  We

will do all in our power to assist with any good-faith efforts being made by any among you,  in your efforts

to honestly deciding how each member of this court should Lawfully assume his or her true Constitutional-

Duties to function as a full and complete “Check” on the “Balance of Power”, which has clearly Shifted

away from our nations “Original Constitutional Intent”, and over towards the present Disastrous

Centralization of Power which now exists in the federal Executive department.  

Please Note further, that,  we feel that you people acting as Judges of the Supreme Court of

these United States of American are our “Public-Servants”, and that “We the People” are your Masters
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in this Master/Servant Relationship;  and that here-under Each of You have “Constitutional-Duties” to

Exert All Reasonable Efforts in seeking Justice by way of following traditional Anglo/American “Due

Process of Law” in response to the complaints set-forth here-in.  Even further;  if any among you fail to

either Clearly Explain to us Why we are not so entitled to this performance from you,  or if any among

you fail to follow precisely this narrow set of traditionally constitutionally-mandated judicial-guidelines; 

then we will be forced to conclude that those among you who so fail to act in this manner,  are

Purposefully Abusing your position in the High Public-Office which you hold,  for no other purpose than

“Obstructing Justice” away from that specific “Path-Way of Resolution” which is “Due” to each and

every American named as co-plaintiffs here-in.  There-under;  we will be faced with no other alternative

than to Amend this Complaint, and there-in to name those among you who so clearly Fail to so Respect

Your Constitutional-Duties, as New Accused Racketeering Criminal-Syndicate Co-Conspirator

Defendants. 

Please Note still Further, that, we sincerely do not wish to follow that seriously confrontational

course of action.  But the American People have Constitutionally-Guaranteed Rights and Liberties which

are Constantly being Criminally-Violated by the hoards of mindless-drones in the totally out-of-control

Executive Department;  and if any among you people in occupancy of the supreme judicial-offices of the

civil-government of this nation so fail to act, with-out even providing us with the common courtesy of a

Reasonable Explanation as to Why you are so failing to act,  then we see no reasonable other alternative

for the Survival of the American People from the Despotism and Tyranny which is so clearly being

imposed over us, all as set forth more fully here-in,  than to consider those among you who are so failing

to act, to be fully complicit with the essentially treasonous group of criminal-conspirators complained of

here-in. 

That being said,  and in the sincere hope that such ugliness will never manifest, we set forth the

essence of our allegations, against the two main here-in accused criminal-syndicate racketeering bodies 

as follows: 

**********************************************************************************

“Federal Reserve Bankers” 
Criminal-Syndicate & Felony Racketeering Conspiracy. 

This section seeks to address the very “Core of the Problem” of this entire complaint, and it is

also a very large part of the essence of the conspiracy behind a number of the complaints in

accompaniment here-with.  The so-called “Federal Reserve Bank” will here-in after be frequently

referred to, as is both fashionable and convenient, simply as “Fed”.  It should be clearly noted here that

this “Fed” is an entirely “Private Corporation”, owned fully by Private Persons;  and that other than its

present role of providing circulating currency for our national body-politic and government, it has

absolutely nothing to do with our American Constitutional Federal Government.  This unique situation os

more fully explained in the accompanying Memorandum entitled similarly as:  “Memorandum Explaining

Artificial/De-Facto Overlay in the Government of the USA”. 

Here-under, our legal research has lead us to the conclusion that the so-called “Internal Revenue

Service”, which is here-in-after frequently referred to more simply as the “IRS”, is actually only the

“Collection Department” for this “Federal Reserve Bank”, or “Fed”.  Further here-under,  it is best to

address this general body of “Fed” Criminal-Syndicate Co-Conspirators First, so that a more

comprehensive foundation may be laid for the similar Criminal-Racketeering Conspiracy which is

manifest among the corrupted “IRS” agents, which are also complained of later here-in. 
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Although this entire “Fed” criminal-racketeering conspiracy may be documented well from any

among a vast multitude of differing and honorable sources, it is perhaps best to start with the well-

documented effort made by “Congressman Louis T. McFadden”, where-by he brought formal charges,

which are repeated in full here, against the entire “Board of Governors of the Federal Reserve Bank”

system,  the “Comptroller of the Currency” and the “Secretary of United States Treasury”, all for

numerous criminal acts, including but not limited to:  “Conspiracy, Fraud, Un-Lawful Conversion, and

Treason”.  Congressman McFadden’s entrenched opposition to these Criminal Conspirators is common-

knowledge; and any word-search using these key-words on the internet,  will produce mountains of

documentation concerning the history of Congressman McFadden’s general Indictment of the Fed. 

***

Specific Complaint from Co-Plaintiff “Charles Bruce, Stewart”:
As the direct result of policies of corruption and lawlessness implemented by the “Fed” and the

“US Treasury” over the smaller and more localized banking institutions,  the local Oregon and Alaska

banks and court systems have become so corrupted that they have conspired with the Fed and US-

Treasury to Steel Six (6) Homes from Co-Plaintiff Charles Stewart.  Stewart has had a thirst for social

justice since an early age, and began studying law shortly there-after.  Stewart has become informed

concerning how property law and constitutional law works,  and here-by he came to know that most

mortgages on most homes are lawless and usurious,  mostly because of banking policies based on what is

commonly known as “Fractional Reserve Banking”.  These are criminally-lawless policies, known and

fully approved by both the “Fed” and the “US Treasury”. 

Here-under; Stewart became the owner of these 6 homes, one at a time; and each time Stewart

sought to perfect his title to the ownership of these homes; he was rail-roaded out of his legal rights to

them through the corrupted summary-judgements of the judges and their co-conspiring bankers and

lawyers.  This is “Theft” and “Racketeering”;  but these cases are largely in the past now, and the

specific local bankers, lawyers, and judges involved there-in may be named at a later date.  But the Fed

and the US Treasury are being named and prosecuted, now. 

In a different event, at a later time, and as the direct result of these federally sponsored policies of

oppression;  Stewart has had his credit-rating un-justly slandered, and has there-by has been denied his

“equal right” under common-law to participate in this modern “non gold and silver” but “credit/debt”

based economic system.  Between the approximate years of 1998 and 2000, Stewart lawfully paid of a

debt which a private/corporate bank named “Bank One” alleged that Stewart owed to them.  An

associate of Stewart’s tendered payment for Stewart by sending directly to Bank One a negotiable

instrument for the full outstanding balance of that debt.  Bank One acknowledged receipt of that

negotiable instrument, but refused to credit to the account, and refused ro return it to Stewart; and also

refused to give any explanation to Stewart for their decisions to behave in this oppressive and thieving

manner.  Here-under, Stewart charges “Bank One” with the Crime “Theft” and “Racketeering”. 

Stewart also charges the “Fed” and the “Us Treasury” with being co-conspirators there-with, in creating

and perpetrating this aristocratic/elitist and criminal centralization of the issuance of credit in the hands of

the criminally-conspiratorial oligarchy complained of here-in.  

At another later event still, in the summer of 2005, Donald Little, of Washington State, donated a

negotiable instrument in the amount of $5000.00, to a non-profit organization controlled by Stewart. 

This $5,000.00 was then deposited by Charles Stewart in-to his non-profit bank account, which was

named as the “Clackamas County Court”, and which account with the private/corporate banking

corporation known as “US Bank”.  Stewart’s non-profit organization had been properly registered by

Oregon’s Secretary of State.  US Bank staff refused to credit this non-profit account for this $5000.00,

they refused to return the negotiable instrument to Stewart; and as a malicious retaliatory tactic, they

closed-out the account based on the technicality that the registration of the non-profit with Oregon’s

Secretary of State office had expired.  No reasonable advance notice that they were considering closing
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the account was given to Stewart so that he might cure this problem.  Because the $5000.00 was never

credited to the non-profit account, and because the negotiable instrument was never returned to Stewart;

here-under US Bank has Stolen $5000.00 form the “Clackamas County Court” non-profit organization;

which organization was under the care and protection of Charles Stewart. 

Further, US Bank personnel have stated that this negotiable instrument has been placed in the

care of the so-called “Federal Bureau of Investigation”, aka: the “FBI”,which is a sub-department of the

so-called “Department of Justice”, aka “DOJ”. 

Here-under, the “United States of America” and Co-Plaintiff Stewart accuses “US Bank”, and

its Co-Conspirators in the “Fed”, the “US Treasury”, the FBI, and in the DOJ;  of Felony “Theft”,

“Racketeering”, “Conspiracy”, “Criminal-Syndicalism”, and any other Crimes which the Jury may

conscionably find to be in the interests of Justice, up to and including “Treason”.  This Nation/State and

Stewart here-under further demand, as “Remedy”, that the Jury in this case find these co-conspirators

Guilty of each and all of these Crimes, and that the Re-Opening of the “Clackamas County Court” non-

profit bank account be ordered, and that the $5000.00 be placed back there-in, for Clackamas County

Related Social-Justice uses.

*********

12 district banks, here:  http://federalreserve.gov/otherfrb.htm

(Need to fill- in more in this “Fed” section. 
Volunteers Needed & Appreciated.)  

******************************************************************************

“Internal Revenue Service” 
Criminal-Syndicate & Felony Racketeering Conspiracy. 

Frank and Karen Kowalik’s Criminal-Complaint Section:

On the approximate date of ??? Frank and Karen Kowalik were Assaulted and Kidnaped by a

group of Criminal-Conspirators who were Lawlessly Masquerading as Public-Servants for the IRS, DOJ,

US Marshals Office, Bureau of Prisons, and the Federal Judiciary.  Frank Kowalik made numerous

sincere attempts to explain to these Criminal-Conspirators why their contemplated future acts were

Criminally-Lawless, but the conspirators were so filled with their lust for economic and physical power

that they entirely dis-regarded all of the constitutional-duties which they were duty-bound to observe. 

(Frank; Fill in more here, please.)

***

Irwin Schiff: and co-prisoners Cynthia Neun and Lawrence Cohen.;
Co-Plaintiff "Irwin Schiff" has courageously confronted the so-called “Internal Revenue Service”;

aka: the “IRS”.  In response to that courage,  the agents and minions of the private/corporate defacto

federal government have un-justly rail-roaded Schiff off into Prison.  Schiff has stated that he is willingly

to pay all taxes that have properly been enacted into Law.  But through thirty years of his research, he
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has become convinced that the US "income tax" has not been enacted into any Law which can properly

be applied against the average American; and that agents of the IRS are routinely acting Out-Side of their

Lawful Authority by Coercing the American People into paying such income tax. 

Schiff has published numerous books, maintains a number of web-pages, and has conducted

seminars, all showing how the American People can Lawfully refuse to pay money to the IRS, at least

when the IRS is not lawfully entitled to that money.  Some of Schiff’s web pages; and some pages related

to his work, are here: 

http://paynoincometax.com/ ;  http://www.irwinschiff.blogspot.com/

Here-by;  Schiff has shared vast amounts of his scholarly research; and he has become a true

“Leader” in the movement to hold the IRS to serious accountability.  Schiff’s courage has been

particularly shown by way of his Book entitled “The Federal Mafia”.  There-in, Schiff well documents

how the present lawless defacto federal government, and in particular the IRS; is behaving precisely how

such Murderous and Terrorizing Racketeering and Organized Crime Syndicates behave,  similar to the

infamous “Mafia”.  In fact, even though the Mafia does truly seem to be a very dangerous criminal

organization, at least they basically admit what they are.  When someone identifies them-selves as a

member of the Mafia, everyone knows precisely what they are dealing with.  But through his book, Schiff

is pointing out that no one realizes the murderously criminal behavior of the private criminal syndicate

which masquerades as the “Federal Government” of this nation, or as the “IRS” there-under.  At least the

normal Mafia is honest!  The “Federal Mafia” is even more dangerous than the normal Mafia,  because

when the “Federal Mafia” breaks bones or murders people, they Pretend to be the “Lawful Government”. 

Links to Schiff’s “Federal Mafia” book are here:   http://www.paynoincometax.com/federalmafia.htm

Because of this powerful outspokenness by Schiff; he has been “Targeted” through a

“CoIntelPro” style of Conspiracy between corrupted defacto federal DOJ Prosecutors, IRS Agents, and

Federal Judges.  As the direct result of this Conspiracy, Schiff now sits in defacto prison.  The primary

criminal conspirator in the Assault and Kidnapping which has led to that imprisonment of Schiff, was one

defacto federal judge named “Kent Dawson”.  A well-stated argument by Schiff showing in clear detail

how Dawson Knowingly and Willfully Violated “Law”, all so-as-to advance this “CoIntelPro” style of a

Conspiracy, is shown on a web page here:

http://www.paynoincometax.com/pdf/criminal_character_of_Judge_Dawson.pdf 

Schiff is now over 77 years old.  Because of the well-documented evil rail-road job which

Dawson and the remaining “Federal Mafia” Conspirators did on Schiff, Schiff now faces a maximum

term of 43 years in prison and $3.25 million in fines.  Schiff’s health is poor, and his present situation in

Prison is causing him to get progressively worse.  If Schiff dies in prison, then the charges to be brought

against the corrupted defacto federal government Judge, Prosecutors, and IRS agents involved here-in,

will include “Murder”.  They know, or should know, that they are acting lawlessly to rail-road Schiff into

prison; and that because of Schiff’s age and health concerns, there is a significant chance that their

corrupted rail-road job may kill Schiff.  Here-under; “Murder” is a logical/reasonable charge to allege

against these modern American conspirators and terrorists.   

Cynthia Neun, 52, was also lawlessly convicted in this fake trail , and she faces up to 50 years

and $3.3 million in fines as the direct result there-of.  Lawrence Cohen, is a third co-defendant in this

case, and he also faces serious prison terms.  Habeas Corpus protections are here-by Demanded for all

three of these honorable people. 

I, Charles Stewart, here-by solemnly affirm that I am Certain that Prisoners Schiff, Neun, and

Cohen are “Innocent” of the Crimes under which they have been placed in Prison;  and that their Rights

to “Due Process of Law” have been Violated by numerous people acting as Federal Government

Officers, and includes but is not limited to the conspirators in this case of “Judge Kent Dawson” , the DoJ

Prosecutors,  and various IRS Agents.  Here-under; these three honorable and courageous Americans

Deserve to be Set-Free, Immediately;  and people acting as government agents or other-wise who have

Conspired to coercively place them in prison are guilty of the Class A Felony Crime of “Kidnaping”,

among other Crimes;  and this document should be viewed as a Criminal Complaint against them for those
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Crimes;  and after these Crimes are proven to a conscience-bound Jury through “Due Process of Law”,

those Criminals should be punished accordingly.

It is here-by demanded by all co-plaintiffs here-in that this court order the release of these three

people, forth-with.

***

Sherry Jackson Section of this complaint

***

Ed and Elane Brown Section of this complaint

***

John David Van Hove; aka: “Johnny Liberty”:
On May 8th, 2005,  John David Van Hove (a.k.a. Johnny Liberty) was colorably arrested by the

U.S. Marshals on a colorable "Warrant" as issued on an indictment returned by a bamboozled and

manipulated “grand jury”, in the District of Hawaii, on April 7th, 2005.  John was taken into custody at the

federal courthouse in Medford, Oregon, brought before a defacto U.S. Magistrate for an initial

appearance and handed an indictment. At the detention hearing, the defacto prosecuting attorney argued

for no conditions of release based on “flight risk”.  Mark T. Odulio, Trial Attorney for the Department of

Justice, flew from Washington D.C. to attend the hearing.  An Assistant Federal Defender, argued

heroically for his release without success.  

John arrived in Honolulu, Hawaii, for arraignment on one count of attempting to interfere with

administration of Internal Revenue laws (26 U.S.C.  7212(a)), three counts of willful failure to file (26

U.S.C. S 7203), and twelve counts of wire fraud (18 U.S.C. SS 1343).  John plead not guilty to all

charges, and acted as his own attorney.  John was a significant influence it the patriot, constitutionalist and

economic-freedom movement.  He was confronting the criminal racketeering syndicate which controls

the so-called “Internal Revenue Service”, courageously.  Many of these very same revenue officers are

of the exact same kind as those revenue officers from the defacto-despotic “King of England”, which

were complained about in America’s “Declaration of Independence”.   And the revenue they extort form

the common American people,  goes to the precise same “International Banking Conspiracy” source,

which has been at War with America since the day of our official birth, on the 4  of July, 1776.  th

Here-under; Acts of War against the American People, amounting to “Treason”; are here-by

alleged against all IRS and DoJ, and other Federal, State, and County Officers who participated in any

way in these acts of war against this courageous sovereign member of America’s national organic body-

politic.

I, Charles Bruce, Stewart; here-by solemnly affirm that I have met John David Van Hove

personally, and that i am Certain that he is “Innocent” of the Crimes under which he has been placed in

Prison;  and that his  Rights to “Due Process of Law” have been Violated by numerous people acting as

Federal Government Officers, including but not limited to the Judge who signed the order to imprison him,

the DoJ Prosecutors,  and various IRS Agents involved in this malicious prosecution.  John David Van

Hove Deserves to be Set-Free, Immediately;  and people acting as government agents or other-wise who

have Conspired to coercively place him in prison are Guilty of the Class A Felony Crime of “Kidnaping”,

among other Crimes;  and this document should be viewed as a Criminal Complaint against them for those

Crimes;  and after these Crimes are proven to a conscience-bound Jury through “Due Process of Law”,

those Criminals should be punished accordingly.

It is here-by demanded by all co-plaintiffs here-in that this court order the release, of John David

Van Hove; forth-with.
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***

Richard and Dotty Flowers; Jeffrey Weakley; 

& the other “Christian Patriot Association” Prisoners. 
Between 2003 and 2005; Richard and Dotty Flowers, Jeffrey Weakley; and various other

members and/or officers of the “Christian Patriot Association”, aka: “CPA”; located in Boring Oregon,

were prosecuted by the Internal Revenue Service; aka: IRS; for allegedly attempting to deprive the IRS

of economic resources which were allegedly owed to it; or for crimes similar there-to.

We will attempt to more specifically delineate the crimes which were alleged against these

Christian-Americans, at a later date.  I, Charles Stewart; personally witnessed portions of their trial, in

Portland Oregon’s Federal District Court; and I was kept in close personal contact with its developments

by my close friend Jeffrey Weakley.  All defendants were prosecuted in the same proceeding.  I

personally solemnly affirm that I know that not a singe one of these people received a “Fair Trial” in this

entire case.  The information given to the Jury was filtered heavily to expunge issues of both fact and law

which would have worked to prove the innocence of all prosecuted there-in.

The entire CPA organization was practicing what may be likened to an “alternative banking

systems”.  This is their Right under Constitutional American Government.  In America, people have the

Right to keep their Financial Transactions “Private”. 

The prosecution of Jeffrey Weakley is particularly evil.   Weakley was caught in the middle of a

conflict between obeying the un-constitutional mandates of the IRS, or honoring his Godly Duty to protect

his innocent co-members of CPA from suffering catastrophic damage at the hands of the lawless and

Godless IRS.  Weakley honorably chose to serve God rather than the devil-worshipers in the IRS.  Here-

by; Weakley was forced into being prosecuted on constitutionally-lawless charges, just as the IRS

routinely beings against all courageous people who confront their illegal activities. 

Jeffrey Weakley is now out of prison, after serving 2 years;  but it is believed that he is currently

under a form of probation, from which he should be ordered fully released.  Dotty Flowers is also believed

to be under probation, and similarly, she should be ordered fully released from that probation. 

I, Charles Stewart; here-by solemnly affirm that I am Certain that Richard Flowers, and any other

CPA member prisoners who are still in prison, are “Innocent” of the Crimes under which they have been

placed in Prison;  and that their Rights to “Due Process of Law” have been Violated by numerous people

acting as Federal Government Officers, and including but not limited to this case’s Judge , the DoJ

Prosecutors,  and various IRS Agents.  Here-under; these honorable and courageous Americans Deserve

to be Set-Free, Immediately;  and people acting as government agents or other-wise who have Conspired

to coercively place them in prison are guilty of the Class A Felony Crime of “Kidnaping”, among other

Crimes;  and this document should be viewed as a Criminal Complaint against them for those Crimes; 

and after these Crimes are proven to a conscience-bound Jury through “Due Process of Law”, those

Criminals should be punished accordingly.

           It is here-by demanded by all co-plaintiffs here-in that this court order the release of these people,

forth-with.

***

James Dalton, Bell: 
James Bell; like many co-plaintiffs mentioned here-in; is in federal prison as the direct result of

quasi-court proceedings where-in constitutionally recognizable “Due Process of Law” was Not followed. 

Bell was prosecuted for allegedly “Stalking” some people who were acting as “Internal Revenue

Agents”.  The main body of evidence against Bell was the fact that he was compiling “Lists” of “IRS

Agents”; with their home addresses, their license-plate numbers, phone-numbers, and other similar

personal data on those lists; just like those “IRS Agents” have on most Americans.  Bell’s purpose for
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doing this, was his efforts to assist the multitudes of Americans who have been abused by these agents; 

so that these Americans would have some form of leverage to lawfully fight-back against their

constitutionally-lawless Nazi police-state greed-oriented and terrorism-based revenue-collection tactics. 

Bell’s activities which allegedly resulted in these “crimes” were conducted in the area of Portland

Oregon and Vancouver Washington.  Yet Bell was taken North to the “Tacoma Federal District Court”,

180 miles away from his venue-specific left-wing/libertarian support-network, for what was deceptively

referred to as a “trial”.  Bell was there-under colorably convicted around 1996, or so; and he has

lawlessly been in federal prison since then.  

Here-after; Bell brought numerous civil complaints, mostly in the Portland Federal District Court,

with some related appeals in the Ninth Circuit.  Bell was last known to be being held captive in a Federal

Prison under prisoner ID Number: 26906-086. 

A more complete listing of the case numbers which Bell has been involved in, both as a defendant

and as a Plaintiff; will be set forth in one or more separate documents in amendment and/or

accompaniment here-to.  “Portland Federal District Court” Case # 02-1052 is the primary civil case

number under which Bell has thus far filed his various complaints.  That primary civil complaint was very

comprehensive, totaling approximately 240 pages; and although electronic copies are not presently

available;  paper copies of it may be presented to the Clerk of the US Supreme Court, as requested, and

additional copies can be delivered to responsible parties at their request.  This primary civil complaint was

filed in Portland Federal District Court in 2002; and the main charge there-in was of a Civil Racketeering

or “Rico” Complaint,  mostly against corrupted government executive and judicial officers.   

There-in Bell named a long list of defendants as corporate and/or governmental organizations; and

the officers there-in, in both their public and private capacities; and also a number of individual private

natural/real persons.  A few of the primary defendants named there-in are: the so-called “United States

Department of Justice”;  Department of the Treasury, and Treasury Inspector General;  Internal Revenue

Commissioner and various Agents;  Department of Alcohol Tobacco and Firearms, and various ATF

Agents;  Federal Bureau of Prisons, with various Wardens and Guards; the “Ninth Circuit Court of

Appeals”, Appellate Commissioner “Peter L. Shaw”, various Appellate Judges; “District Courts of

Tacoma and Seattle”, Judges there-in of “Jack E. Tanner” and Franklin Burgess”;  various Federal

Prosecutors;  various Federal Marshals;  Federal Public Defendants;  various Federal Prison Guards; 

Atwater United States Pentitentiary; Lompoc USP and Warden; Phoenix FCI and Warden; various

Vancouver Police Officers; Portland Police Bureau and Officers;  Multnomah County Sheriff, Clackamas

County Sheriff’s Department;  the City of Portland;  Pierce County Sheriff; Vancouver Police

Department; various Lawyers.  Again; those who desire more details may contact we plaintiffs for such

information; and of course many of these defendants already have copies of these documents.   

This primary Civil Case # 02-1052 of Bell’s, is incorporated here-in by this reference.  That case

has been significantly Obstructed by way of Conspiracy between Judges Anna Brown, Ancer Haggerty,

and Garr M. King; in the Portland Federal District Court; and those corrupted federal judges are

specifically accused of those and related Crimes here-in.  In that 2002-filed case; all defendants named

there-in were accused of conspiring to participate in “Civil Racketeering” Schemes.  Now, in this case;

each and every one of those defendants are now accused of “Criminal Racketeering”; along also with

conspiracy to commit Kidnaping, Assault, Terrorism, and the numerous other Crimes named in Bells past

complaints and in the header of this complaint.  

I, Charles Bruce, Stewart; here-by solemnly affirm that up-on my personal knowledge, I do

personally know that James Dalton, Bell; is “Innocent” of the Crime under which he has presently been

placed in prison; and that he deserves to be set-free immediately;  and that all of those people acting as

government agents or otherwise who conspired to placed James Bell in prison are Guilty of Conspiracy to

commit the Class A Felony Crime of “Kidnaping”, and that they deserve to be punished accordingly. 

 It is here-by demanded by all co-plaintiffs here-in that this court order his release, forth-with.
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(Need to fill- in more in this “IRS” section. 
Volunteers Needed & Appreciated.)  

**********************************************************************************

“U.S. Treasury” 
Criminal-Syndicate & Felony Racketeering Conspiracy. 

LeRoy Michael, Schweitzer; & the “Montana Freemen”:
Of the “Montana Freemen”, at least some are probably now out of federal prison, but many are

believed to still be held there-in.  The general list if these lawlessly imprisoned individuals is as follows:  

Ralph Edwin Clark;  Richard Emmit;  William Lee;  Dale Martin, Jacoby;   Rodney Owen, Skurdal; 

Daniel E, Petersen;  Russell Dean, Landers;  Dana Dudley, Landers;  Cherlyn Marie, Peterson;  Agnes

Stanton;  Steven Charles, Hance;  Casey John;  Jon Barry;  James Edward, Hance;  John Richard; 

Emmett Bryan;  and LeRoy Michael, Schweitzer.  Any “Freemen” who are not listed here, but who have

been coerced into prison, are intended to be included here by inference; and all parties take notice to

construe them as being so named here-in.  

This  is the “Main List” of the “Montana Freemen”; as they were originally lawlessly railroaded

into federal prison in 1996.  Please note that many of these men do not use their last/family names.  This

is due to a combination of their religious beliefs, and a terrorized fear that the defacto federal government

will use data-base searches on these last/family names in efforts to establish “Legal Nexus” between

these Freemen and a constitutionally-lawless defacto-federal slave jurisdiction.  That defacto-federal

slave jurisdiction is known in many circles as the “Admiralty Zone”, or as the “Federal Zone”, as

documented in a book bearing that title as published by “Paul Andrew, Mitchell”; and of which Mitchell

has graciously made available for public viewing and study under his home web-page here: 

http://supremelaw.org/fedzone11/index.htm

A partial listing of accused treasonous conspirators past or present are:  Acting Federal Officers;

Attorney Generals: Janet Reno; John Ashcroft; Alberto Gonzales;  Judges: John C. Coughenour and

James Burns;  Prosecutor: “Sherry Scheel-Matteucci”;  other Federal  Officers and some Non-Federal

Officers:  James E. Seykora;  Louis Freeh;  George Z. Toscas;  Paul G. Hatfield;  Jack D. Shanstrom; 

Charles W. Lovel;  J. Clifford Wallacxe;  Proctor Hug Jr;  Lou Aleksich Jr;  Richard W. Anderson;  W.

Earl Britt;  Thomas Swaim;  Federal Public Defendars of Montana;  State Bar of Montana;  Anthony

Gallagher;  Mark Werner;  Tim Calvin;  Dennis McCave;  Joseph Mazurek;  John P. Conner Jr; 

Northwest Bank of Bute;  Bruce Parker;  Charles C. Maxwell;  Timothy Neiter;  Kevin Davis;  and

Nicholas C. Murnion.  

Most of the above named defendants are taken from a document issued by LeRoy Schweitzer,

and entitled “Writ of Quo Warranto”, as addressed to the “United States Court of Appeals for the District

of Columbia Circuit”.  There-in Schweitzer accuses the above-named acting Federal Officers of Acting in

“conflict of interest” and “without the scope of their authority and repugnant to our Constitution of

Montana, our Bible, our Declaration of Independence; our supreme Law of the Land acts of congress,

thereby committing crimes of perjury upon their public oaths of office, causing damage to our Justices ...”. 

Therein Schweitzer listed many violations of the U.S. Codes, generally in Articles 18 and 28.  Many of

Schweitzer’s Title 18 allegations are specifically alleging Crimes.  Here-under;  all crimes alleged by

Schweitzer or the other Freemen in these or any other of their filings, are all here-by included here-in by

this reference.  The there-in mentioned one billion dollars damages, denominated in gold and silver U.S.

minted coin, is also claimed here-in.  Please note that at present exchange rates, this equals approximately
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ten to fifteen billion dollars as denominated in “federal-reserve note” private banker-monopoly credit-debt

based commercial negotiable-instruments.  This amount of money is necessary and just in order to finance

a de-jure and constitutional “US Government”, once the primary supporters of the constitutionally-lawless

(de-facto) government (as complained of here-in) are imprisoned or other-wise removed from their

offices.

LeRoy Michael is sufficiently skilled that he can fill in these blanks much more effectively than

can co-plaintiff Stewart.  The entire treasonously and conspiratorially-lawless shetar/star-chamber styled

summary-military prosecution of Schweitzer and his fellow Freemen was one of the most evil chapters in

American history.  Schweitzer and his Freemen associates had accessed commercial process in a

completely lawful manner.  They knew that the US Congress did not commit Treason by giving the

Federal Reserve Banking System a Monopoly on the ability to circulate in this nation credit/debt

negotiable-instruments as “Legal-Tender Money”.  Through their studious research, like that of co-

plaintiff and fellow federal prisoner “Hartford Van Dyke”; they had discovered that the “Uniform

Commercial Code” (aka: “UCC”),  as enacted by Congress,  authorized Any American to “Lien Up” Any

Public-Servant or other Person who Damages them, in their person, property, or reputation;  all after such

damaging person has been approached through properly formatted letters, sent in good-faith efforts to

commercially settle those damage issues, and that person “Defaults” in response there-to.  

When the accused damaging party so Defaults by “Failing to Respond” to these good-faith

commercial attempts to communicate over the merits of the issue that the accuser has been damaged by

the accused;  then the accuser is legally authorized to hyper-inflate Americas larger body of credit-debt

based circulating negotiable instruments, all so-as-to collect what-ever amount has been alleged as

justifiable compensation in the original settlement-attempt commercial letters to the accused. 

And the real power of this process came from the sovereign common-law jurisdiction which these

Montana Freemen were claiming form “Justus Township”.  This is very significant because the de-facto

“Federal Zone” all-ways takes “Silent Judicial Notice” that common Americans are Municipal “Slaves”;

because some-how, some-way, they have allegedly entered into some form of contractual or other

entanglement, which allegedly gives these Americans some “Benefit”; and there-by in exchange for that

supposed “Benefit”; those otherwise sovereign Americans are now lawfully supposedly presumable to be

recognized as municipal “Slaves”.  But through the sovereign common-law jurisdictions such as “Justus

Township”, which Schweitzer and his Freemen were accessing;  there was no “legal-nexus” or “minimal-

contacts” through which the de-facto “Federal Zone” emergency-war-powers constitutionally-lawless

evil-empire could even colorably claim jurisdiction. 

When this routinely presumed “Legal Nexus” with this lawless defacto “Federal Zone” is so

broken;  then “Commercial Law” gains functional fluidly to provide Powerful Remedy for any American

in these United States of America.   Though frequently queried about this very issue; None in the de-facto

evil-empire, nor their quislings; have set forth any serious arguments to deny any of these realities.  Many

have been approached about this very issue; and the Silence is Deafening.  Yet, unfortunately for

Schweitzer, his fellow Freemen, Hartford Van Dyke;, and numerous other commercial-law remedy

seekers;  the powerful usurping de-facto private-interest-group (which co-plaintiff “Irwin Schiff” rightly

refers to as the “Federal Mafia”), and the corrupted Public-Servants who are so completely intertwined

there-in, do routinely respond with every bit of lawless terrorizing evil as has ever been invoked by any

organization labeled as “Mafia”.  At least the normal Mafia is honest enough to admit who they are and

how they are operating.  These “Federal Mafia” Nazis are cowards and bullies, who refuse to step into

the light of day in open court proceedings, to publicly debate the routinely invoked Counter Complaints

concerning the “Criminal Lawlessness” of both their general operating procedures, and their “Authority in

Law” to Control the Helm of our American-National Ship of State. 

Just before the Freemen were felony kidnaped by these de-facto “Federal Mafia” Nazis;  and

upon their default under commercial process;  Schweitzer was “Liening-Up” corrupted de-facto

government officers, lawyers, and bankers; for “Five Billion per whack”.  It would be impossible for the 

“Federal Mafia” Nazis to survive this level of hyper-inflation, if it were to continue.  That would de-
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centralize the American economy out from under their despotic control.  That process had to be stopped,

if their private corporate criminal racketeering conspiracy were to continue.  And so; they moved

lawlessly, with anti-posse-comitatus military force; with their army of robotical mindless drones in the FBI,

US Marshals Service, and related agencies; to 'once and for all time', shut down LeRoy Michael,

Schweitzer; and the  Montana Freemen.  That 81-day stand-off almost resulted in serious blood-shed. 

There were numerous organized Militia people there, ready to confront the Lawless De-Facto “Federal

Mafia” Nazis.  But the superior fire-power of the “Federal Mafia” had just recently been demonstrated

on the Branch Davidians at Waco Texas;  and common-law court activists from out-side of that war-

zone, notably one “Pete Stern”; wisely issued orders to the Militia personnel at the scene to “Stand

Down”. 

Here-by; a sure blood-bath was averted, even though our common-law and militia people would

have been entirely “Justified” in engaging there-in; for it is well-settled in American Constitutional-Law

that Any Federal Officer who Operates Out-Side of the Constitution, has No Protections from the 

repercussions of his Constitutionally-Lawless Activities.  

The whole proceedings in the Federal Court in Montana were especially egregious.  Schweitzer

and the Freemen had legitimate concerns about “making appearances” in that federal district court,

because they rightly knew that the vast majority of corrupted federal judges there-in do routinely,

purposefully, and maliciously,  misconstrue such appearances as “Volunteering “ to be treated in a

constitutionally-lawless manner, as municipal “Slaves”.  And so, the Freemen strenuously objected to the

constitutionally “Foreign Jurisdiction” being imposed over them, by refusing to so “Appear” there-in. 

When their rights there-to were disregarded,  and proceedings attempted to continue under a

“Presumption” that the Freemen had “Consented” to such proceedings,  the Freemen knew that was the

first and biggest battle in the entire proceeding;  so they made vocal objections to that lawless

conspiratorial rail-road job into that de-facto lawless foreign emergency-war-powers jurisdiction.   

Corrupted Presiding “Judge Coughenour” knew that the proceedings could not continue with

anyone seriously arguing “Law” in his private/de-facto court-room,  and so he had his mind-controlled

federal bailiff-drones grab the Freemen and pack them off into prison cells.  There-after; Schweitzer was

strapped to a chair in a prison cell and forced to watch the proceedings on a television;  all  so that the de-

factos could colorably claim that he had “participated” in the proceedings, and there-by over-rule any

attempts by him to appeal on those grounds.  The attorneys who had been appointed for the Freemen,

over their objections, did attempt to make some valid points, which actually had the potential to win the

case and free the Freemen.  But presiding “Judge Coughenour” was fixated on a firm rail-road job, and

those attorneys were shut down firmly in legitimate arguments which they were attempting to make. 

There are numerous web-pages up on the internet which explain the merits of the position of

Schweitzer and the Montana Freemen.  Again; much more can be added here-to by Schweitzer and/or

the other Freemen.   

I, Charles Stewart; here-by solemnly affirm that up-on my own personal knowledge, I do know

that “LeRoy Michael, Schweitzer”; and the “Montana Freemen” are “Innocent” of the Crimes under

which they have been placed in Prison; and they deserve to be set-free immediately; and that all of those

people acting as government agents or otherwise who have Conspired to place them in prison are guilty of

the Class A Felony Crime of “Kidnaping”; and they deserve to be punished accordingly. . 

It is here-by demanded by all co-plaintiffs here-in that this court order the release of these men,

forth-with.

Hartford Van-Dyke, and John Nolan.  
The “Trail” of Hartford Van Dyke; and his associate John Nolan;  as conducted in a Portland

Oregon Federal District Court, by one “Judge Robert E. Jones”.  To impartial observers, that event was

clearly a “Sham Trail”.  Yet one thing was especially good.  Numerous Witness to the proceedings were
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in the possession of pre-formatted “Affidavit of Prejudice” documents; and many of them filled them out

and noted there-in the Judge's Violations of Hartford's Constitutionally guaranteed “Rights”; as follows:

The Judge Jones :

-Forbids defendant to speak; allows only his attorney to speak (HVD did not use an attorney).

-Ignored defendant's challenge to Court's jurisdiction.

-Allowed an insufficient or defective indictment to stand.

-Disregarded defendant's challenge of the indictment.

-Argues with defendant in place of plaintiff.

-Interrupts defendant when defendant is speaking.

-Gives plaintiff more freedom to speak that defendant.

-Forbids allies of defendant to speak.

-Refuses to allow defendant to question the plaintiff.

-Overrules objections of defendant, but sustains plaintiff's objections.

-Tries to steer the discussion in a direction favorable to plaintiff.

-Suppresses discussion of relevant issues.

-Encourages discussion of irrelevant issues.

-Allows emotion more leeway than pure fact of law.

-Makes the jury leave the courtroom while arguments favorable to defendant are discussed.

-Instructs jury to judge only the facts, not the law.

-Tells the jury only those items of law that favor the plaintiff.

-Fails to tell the jury items of law that favor the defendant.

-Violation of Court Rules and Fair Trial by exclusion of evidence.

-Violation of Antitrust Acts; Plaintiff's Attorneys and Judge are members of Bar Association.

-Does not allow defendant to define words that will help witnesses to answer questions.

-Denial of witnesses.

-Stacked the jury by eliminating jurors knowledgeable about Government corruption. 

I, Charles Bruce, Stewart; am certain that this above testimony is true.  This written testimony

was taken from a web-page, here:  http://www.apfn.net/messageboard/12-14-02/discussion.cgi.5.shtml

A Habeas Corpus for Hartford is included here-in by this references,  and its text is on the web,

here:  http://users2.ev1.net/~jrkearns/memorandum_of_law.htm

An example of Hartford’s work is here:  http://navi.net/~rsc/banking.htm

 I, Charles Bruce, Stewart; here-by solemnly affirm that up-on my own personal knowledge, I do

know Hartford Van Dyke personally, and that I am certain that both Hartford Van Dyke and John Nolan

are “Innocent” of the Crimes under which they have been placed in Prison;  and that their Rights to “Due

Process of Law” have been Violated by both acting Judge Jones, as well as by his various co-

conspirators, most of whom are acting as federal government officers; and that these two men deserve to

be set-free immediately;  and that all of the people acting as government agents or other-wise who have

Conspired to placed these men in prison are Guilty of the Class A Felony Crime of “Kidnaping”.  It is

here-by demanded by all co-plaintiffs here-in that this court order the release, of Van Dyke and Nolan

forth-with.

(Need to fill- in more in this “US Treasury” section. 
Volunteers Needed & Appreciated.)  

**********************************************************************************

“Comptroller of the Currency” 
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Criminal-Syndicate & Felony Racketeering Conspiracy. 

(Need to fill- in more in this “Comptroller” section. 
Volunteers Needed & Appreciated.)  

**********************************************************************************

Conclusion
We the People of this Nation/State here-by reserve right to amend this complaint so that complete

Justice may be administered in response to all issues relating to the general subject matter of this

complaint. 

At the same time as the filing of this complaint;  this same group of social-justice activist co-

plaintiffs are also filing numerous other similarly broad-based Quo-Warranto Criminal-Complaints in the

name of and on the behalf of "We the People" of these "United States of America".  And there will

probably be others similar also forthcoming soon.  These Complaints are mostly against the same basic

group of accused corrupted executive department.  This complaint will most fully be comprehended 

when read in conjunction with these other similar criminal racketeering and conspiracy complaints.

Of particular relevance to this complaint, is the accompanying complaint, there-in setting forth

similar Treasonous Conspiracy charges against the same basic cabal of high office holders in the Bush

administration, for complicity and/or active assistance in the Mass Murder of over 3000 Americans on the

11th of September, 2001;  where the World Trade Towers were Destroyed in New York, and other

related murders were committed in other states, on that same day, or there-after.  That event is directly

related to this complaint,  because that Mass Murder was Engineered by high members of the Bush

administration, for the Specific Purpose of Terrorizing the American People onto Supporting the Lawless

War against the People of Iraq, and the Lawless “War on Terrorism” domestically, all of which costs vast

amounts of money, and which serves no other purpose than the economic enslavement of the common

American People, to the very “Fed” banker criminal racketeering conspiracy, all as generally complained

of in this document. 

Sworn, Subscribed, & Verified; Felony Criminal-Complaint:

We the People” of these United States of America, 

Nation/State Ex-Rel

___________________________________________

Charles Bruce, Stewart

Chief Common-Law Prosecuting Officer

19164 Barrington Avenue

Sandy Oregon 

503-668-5091; public/business

503-668-1295; fax

Date:        -April-2008
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_____________________________________________

Supreme Common-Law Jurist & Co-Plaintiff, District 1

_____________________________________________

Supreme Common-Law Jurist & Co-Plaintiff, District 2

_____________________________________________

Supreme Common-Law Jurist & Co-Plaintiff, District 3

_____________________________________________

Supreme Common-Law Jurist & Co-Plaintiff, District 4

_____________________________________________

Supreme Common-Law Jurist & Co-Plaintiff, District 5

_____________________________________________

Supreme Common-Law Jurist & Co-Plaintiff, District 6

_____________________________________________

Supreme Common-Law Jurist & Co-Plaintiff, District 7

_____________________________________________

Supreme Common-Law Jurist & Co-Plaintiff, District 8

_____________________________________________

Supreme Common-Law Jurist & Co-Plaintiff, District 9

_____________________________________________

Supreme Common-Law Jurist & Co-Plaintiff, District 10

_____________________________________________

Supreme Common-Law Jurist & Co-Plaintiff, District 11

_____________________________________________

Supreme Common-Law Jurist & Co-Plaintiff, District 12
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